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u'-ni-ty n., pi. -ties (L. unus, on1
being united; oneness 2. a
single, separate thing 3. harmony; ..'.green-vent 4. a complex that is a
union of related parts 5. a harmonius, v,n lied arrangement of parts
in an artistic work 6. continuity of porpo?**, action, etc.
-Webster's New World Dictionary

In our last issue I spoke of our concern with the substantial change in the
attitudes of students as opposed to a few years ago. These attitudes have
seemingly polarized us from each other. Since then, I have received quite
favorable responses to my choice of topic. Most of them were along the line of
"It's about time somebody brought this issue out into the open," or, "I think we
ought to do something because we are going nowhere if we don't go together."
It all sounded fine. I appreciate the fact that we were all in agreement on that
point-there is a problem needing immediate attention I promisedthat we were
going to look into this and give you some of our findings. You will find these
beginning on page six.
Also, since discussing this same issue I have noticed several positive events have
taken place: the sororities and fraternities have msoe a concerted effort to work
together; several organizations have planned or made an appeal for unity in
showing our outrage at the situation in Atlanta; on moriday, March 9th I attended
a meeting called by the S.G.A. Human Relations Committee to discuss on-going
problems confronting minority students here. Finally, I contacted the leaders of
all minority student organizations for a meeting in the George Jackson Room on
Wednesday, March 11th. The results of all this car. be read on the following
pages.
My main concern is that we do not just meet and exchange rhetoric. Meeting is
only the first step in taking collective action. Action is the key word here. I have
attended meetings ad infinitum, we must take a stand and execute our ideas since
there are so many matters that pose an imminent threat to our survival here
During the late 60s and early 70s, I heard a term called "armchair
revo utionary. People met, espoused a lot of rhetoric and profound statements,
and then left with the impression that "we got a lot accomplished today." We
want to avoid such a waste of each other's time. That is fine for those who seek
an outlet for their frustrations with what is affecting them personally
I see no persona problem here. We therefore need to avoid the pitfalls''and take a
stand. I enjoyed the compliments on what we can or should be doing. How about
us all complimenting ourselves on what we are doing?

Editor-in-Chief
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REFLECTIONS ON ATTITUDES
PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE
By Leroy Thomas

"Somewhere along the way we
made a wrong turn. Why didn't
you ask that man back there for
directions? He looked like he was
from the area. Why didn't you use
the road map? I have travelled in
this direction many times, but I
have never been this way before."

My observations have given me the
impression that we have developed
into two schools of thought-both of
them being detrimental to us. The
first is: "The revolution is over and
we have won."
The other
being: "I don't have time for
anybody else. I have to get what I
can, while I can."
If you belong to the first school of
thought, you could not be any
further from the truth, change is
an on-going process and never
ends. It will come in any direction
you want-it depends on who is at
the helm. If you belong to the
second, you are headed for
self-defeat, thinking that you will
never need anyone else. I am
certain no such animal exists.
My observations here have led me
to examine and discuss the changes
in our attitudes toward one
another. If the responses gathered
from several students can be used
as a gauge, there are concerns
about these attitudinal changes.
Being a student here off and on
since the mid 70's, I can see the
direction we are taking-quite
possibly to our own detriment.
Certainly there are a few areas we
have made an improvement. The
situation is not all ominous. To get
an understanding of the contrast in
periods we should go back a few
years. Along with my own
experiences I include those of two
alumni students, both whom have
worked or still remain employed
here.
In the fall of 1975, social activity
among the minority students
seemed to be at its height. Almost
every was living on campus, or had
most of their friends as residents.

No sorority, fraternity, or other
group could give a function without
100 per cent participation. You
could not help but feel a part of a
"family" unit. Communication was
strong.
People were still talking about how
Dale Butler-one of the most
remarkable personalities to pass
through here-won as homecoming
queen the previous year. This
brought a lot of minority students
out of their shells and got involved
in a lot of campus activities. Fall
Weekend was approaching, and
people were talking about who
would run.
Using what we
discovered ages ago, that'in unity
there is strength, we wanted to
See if we could run a winning
candidate again. Why? Because by
doing so, we felt that it would be a
way of showing that we did exist
here. In a school that is less than
10 per cent non-white students,
that was thought to be an
accomplishment. It is tragic that
there should be any undertaking
here emphasing race or color,
but
There were 18 girls running-5 were
black. We knew that if all five ran,

it would be a futile effort. In an act
that is probably unheard of today,
we got together and decided that
we would have a run-off election
consisting of the five.
The
grapevine required only a few
hours notice. A crowd gathered in
the George Jackson Room, along
with the five candidates.
We
emerged from that meeting with
Addie Tinsley as our candidate.
Simple math and logic told us that
with the vote split 13 ways on one
side, including the observation
that most students would not vote
at all, we could not lose with all our
votes going to one candidate. We
didn't. The exact same strategy
was employed when Sandy Mosso
won in 1976.
There were minority students
active in all organizations. This
brought a lot of people together.
There was harmony among the
Greeks; they roomed together,
partied, studied and played
together, whenever you needed
assistance in a particular course or
a major , either someone you knew,
or a friend of a friend...would be
available .
Unlike to day,
commuting students were easily
assimilated into the "family." We
actually had a regular faily night at
the Rhodora Theatre (pub). We
had bus trips to many places which
also brought us all together. There
Many good lasting friendships
were made during these times.
At our minority student caucus
meetings we would all get together
and discuss ways to enhance the
college experience of each of us.
I have given much thought on how
we lost our way , and why. I had
planned to do some elaboration on
this, but after talking with a few
former students, I found their
responses contained all of my
theories, and then some. To avoid
redunancy I have eliminated my
own diagnosis and would like to
share the responses gathered from
two good friends.
James "Butter" Allen is resident
cont. on page 6
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REFLECTIONS
area contract manager over in
Decker Hall. "Butter," to his
friends, is an alumnus of
Trenton State. He has been a part
of the TSC community since the
early 70's.

"We are losing our best
people-faculty, staff and students.
The college never looks into why
people leave. Who will be here to
carry on the struggle?"

The sophistication level, that is
knowledge of culture and what
affects them, has changed among
people.
People were more
concerned with what happened to
them when I was in high school.
They were community-minded. I
don't see anymore community
programs. I feel that students are
at a disadvantage because of this.
Fine arts are cut in junior and
senior high school, which has
affected students in college. There
is no more aware of ourselves, and
this is hindering us. People spend
too much time watching T.V.
During hard times people usually
come together as they did during
the Depression. It is just the
opposite now with our pending
recession. I don't see where people
even have hobbies anymore. They
are too busy caught up in other
things. Material gain seems to be
the norm now. For instance, I see
people compromising their art for
money, and this certainly influ
ences younger people today. You
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see former jazz musicians such as
Roy Ayers, Michael Henderson,
Donald Byrd, and Herbie Hancock
crossing over. All of this because
of the dollar. Stevie Wonder and
Earth, Wind, and Fire are
exceptions. They keep a message
in their music, and will not release
an album until they achieve that
goal, no matter what everyone else
is doing.
Another thing I notice around
here, people keep saying things
like "The faculty and staff don't do
anything to help us." We are
constantly going through changes.
Do minority students want us to
show favoritism at the expense of
others? I believe they all have
talents, but many lack the basic
skills to utilize those talents. It,
however, is not all their fault.
When I came here, I saw a "white"
campus, however, I came pro
grammed as a leader, a
well-rounded person.. I was
therefore able to deal with this. I
urge any minority student to sit
down and talk with faculty and
staff members.
They have
something to tell you. I failed to do
this when I came. I guess it comes
with maturity.
Every student
should be involved as much as he
or she possibly can. I hate to hear
things like,"that's for white
students only." That is a cultural
hindrance that must be overcome.
We are told we cannot or should
not do certain things. I was on
CUB when people said it was
"white."
I also worked with
Utimme Umana* Langston Hughes
Players, Jampoogie, and Omega
Psi Phi.
Jampoogie was an
all-talent night that gave all
students a chance to see each
other's abilities. Afro-Am had a lot
more faculty then.
Students
should work on having a Black
History course for all students.
One thing I am particularly
concerned with is that we are
losing our best people; faculty,
staff and students. The college
never looks into the reasons why
people leave.

What are my suggestions for
change? Those in leadership
positions, grab a partner, and leave
a legacy for him or her. Someone
did it for me. Who will stay here
to carry on your fight, or do you
care? I saw all the good leaders
leave here in '76, '77 and '78. They
left no one to fill their shoes.
Progress is an on-going process.
How about a manual outlining
footsteps for survival here at TSC?
It would tell who's who, how to
plan an event, how to utilize your
time, etc. People could become
more involved and excel by using
someone else's example.
Maureen L. Peterson is Assistant

Director for Staffing and Program
ming at the University of
Pennsylvania. Maureen is a 1976
graduate of Trenton State and also
received her master's degree here
in 1978. At TSCshe worked as a
C.A., R.A., and Graduate Assist
ant. Maureen was a member of
M.P.C., Utimme Umana, andis a
member of Delta Sigma Theta.
After ieaving TSC Maureen spent
two years working as a Hall
Director at Georgia Southern
College.

"We saw that in order to
understand the system, we had to
join it.
We needed to work
together on this."
cont. on page 7
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cont. from page 6

My freshman year at TSC was one
big party. People visited each
other a lot. The toers were new,
but Ely and Centennial was the
main hang-out.
All of the
upperclassmen were situated over
there.

go. Peerpressure. TSC has so
much to offer in terms of
developing ourselves. That is why
I am an 'eternal' student. The
college campus is a place to
develop yourself into a total human
being.

When Dale Butler won as
Homecoming Queen, suddenly
black students became more
involved in everything.
The
college began appointing more
minority students as a whole as
C.A.s and R.A.s. Sororities and
fraternities really worked together
and were the focus of social life.
No one even new there was a home
We had a
-coming queen.
grapevine that word around
quickly. We suddenly realized how
much power we had. Since M.P.C.
was the only black organization, we
saw that we could join other
organizations.

We have to set an example to be
followed. Maybe if alumni came
back and had sort of an open house,
sponsored by maybe the Career
Planning Office, we could reach
out.

We were so together that we all
started living together on floors.
We had our own C.A.s and R.A.S.
We saw that in order to
understand the system you had to
join it, but we needed to work
together on this. We therefore
pushed students to join everything.
The CHANCE Program helped us
a lot. CHANCE brought a lot of us
together. The in-coming freshmen
saw they had someone to turn to
for help.
The best thing that happened to
me was when I became an R.A. I
had my eyes opened to all that was
offered here. I met a lot of good
people and loved working here
with all students.
Many students wait until the last
minute to go places for assistance.
We don't think of tomorrow.
Career planning does not hit us
until the last minute. We have to
be more open and receptive. Many
of us are afraid to venture out into
new areas. If the Ques, AKAs or
Deltas are giving something, we

My five years at TSC were the
best of my life. When I come back,
I get all choked up. It was real
growing experience. £

Faculty And Staff Meet
On Human Relations
By Leroy Thomas
On monday morning, March 9, 1981
the SGA Human Relations
Committee called a meeting to
discuss some of the on-going
problems that are confronting
minority students at TSC.
Present at the meeting, held in
Green Hall, were Dr. Metzger,
Chairman of the TSC Human
Relations Committee; Bernice
Rydell, Assistant V.P. of Finance;
Bennie Barnes, Associate Dean of
Students; A1 Bridges, Director of
Admissions; Casper Lonesome,
Director of CHANCE; and J.
Neubert, Chairman of SGA Human
Relations Committee.
Also L.
Diskin, from the English Dept.; A.
Meyer, from the Business Dept.;
Leroy Thomas, Editor-in-Chief of
Utimme Umana; Oscar Brown, and
Mark Bizzelle, both engineering
students.
Casper Lonesome was first to
speak, and made mention of the
"appearance of racism" clothed in
insensitivity. He said that there is
an acceptance of some racism
without doing anything about it.
"CHANCE students are treated
differently by C.A.S,. Professors

treat CHANCE students different
ly. Grades are hindered by the
assumption that CHANCE stu
dents cannot do any better," he
said. Lonesome said that one of
the very reasons for the
formulation of black sororities and
fraternities was because they felt
not accepted by whites. He saw
that some faculty and staff
members changed their whole
attitude when dealing with
minorities. He felt that change
could only come about if initiated
from the top. Lonesome suggested
workshops to help sensitize faculty
and staff to these problems.
"Research shows that blacks on
predominently white campuses
have always had problems,' said
Bennie Barnes. He mentioned that
he saw some minority students not
being assertive because of their
first association with whites on a
college level. Ms. Rydell added
that the same situation exists with
the white students. Mr. Barnes
characterized the situation as
"culture shock" when after going
through the summer program, and
seeing almost all black faces, a
student sees a completely different
picture when he or she comes back
in the fall.
A1 Bridges spoke of having more
black administrators in specific
areas to make a commitment to
minority students. He felt that
there should be an all-out effort to
recruit more minority students
during regular admissions as well
having special recruiting periods.
"TSC should bne reminded that
bringing in better qualified
students should not be inconsistent
with bringing more minority
students of top quality," he said.
He mentioned that the Board of
Trustees has required that specific
attention be paid to this area. The
area of recruitment was extensive
ly discussed.
"Our best recruiters are our own
students," said Bennie Barnes. "If
we don't do something now, we are
going to have students going
where they feel accepted," he
added.
The meeting adjourned with the
promise of more follow-up on the
issues raised. Another meeting is
planned for the future. £
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BLACK FRATERNITIES:

Separation

By Iris Hunt
office in C.H.A.N.C.E. is in the
HUB, agrees that the white
organizations weren't meeting the
changing and growing needs of the
Blacks.

It was the time of Black power,
Ongowa, and the Militant afro.
Yet, ten years prior to the above
mentioned era, Negros were
consumed with the fad of
processing their hair and reaching
towards white-oriented goals.
American was between the crisis of
the Korean Conflict and the
Vietnam War. Many young Negro
men were being sent off to fight for
white-societal values that they did
not necessarily support.
But, even then, there were some, if
few, young Negros in college,
striving to realize goals and
advancement that their warbrothers might never hear of,
much less experience. Fortunately
for the Negro students situated on
various campuses across the
United States, there was one solid
organization that they could
depend on to help them unite in
bothe good and bad times: the
Black fraternities.
Primarily, this article is to serve as
a vehicle to transport the readers
back in time, back to the era of the
Black Panthers, hippies, yippies,
and national upset across the
country on many different college
campuses; and then propel the
reader forward to today, the
1980's, Trenton State College, and
the dispersing Black unity among
the students.
National upset is not unusual, on
college campuses, however, the
militant upset surging through the
minds of young Black students was
formost and papamount. Political
tention was threatening their
existence as growing individuals,
and one release of this social and
intellectual tension was through
unity and completeness, not to be
found within white organizations.
This statement provides the reason
that Blacks joined fraternities to

"I was a young Black militant when
I decided to pledge...at first I didn't
know what the fraternity was
about, but I did learn, at the that
time, that many of the great Black
leaders that I admire and
respected so much was in a
fraternity. I could
never learn
something like this in a white
organization...I was interested; I
wanted to learn more."
And he did learn, enough to make
him want to pledge Omega Psi Phi
for 13 weeks.
gain a sense of oneness and
alleviate the heavily felt ostracism
from white groups.
The positive purposes that the
young Blacks on Trenton State
campus were striving to realize
was the ^ame that southern Black
students were already experienc
ing. Groups which had concrete,
valid goals that would satisfy
stifled needs began to form and
promote "Black Oneness". The
first of these organizations, Omega
Psi Phi, was the founding father of
fraternities in New Jersey on
Trenton State's campus; following
the Omega's were the Kappa Alpha
Psi fraternity, the Alpha Phi Alpha
and finally the Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity.
"Because of our various needs and
goals, we had to have an
organization that would bring
together Black men as brothers,
said Robert Alston, of the Financial
Aid Office, "It was a period of
great social unrest for Blacks, and
the white fraternities and organiza
tions couldn't meet our needs."
James "Chico" Chambers, whose
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"It was hard, but I was learning so
many things," said Chico, "I wasn't
about to give it up. But, reflecting
on the differences between my
pledging and the pledging of this
generation of college students, I
can see so many dissimilarities, not
because of the hazing law, either.
For instance, the pledge period has
been drastically shortened: from
the 13 weeks or more that our lines
went through to the now existing
six to eight weeks. Also, I feel that
one major change, which has made
me unhappy has happenedl:
fraternities have become unusually
democratic. The guidelines that
the founding fathers set up can
now be amended and changed with
majority ruling, and although it is
not a frequently practiced exercise,
I feel that is offers too much
flexibility to the fraternities of the
future."
Robert Alston reflected on the
joining of fraternity:
"Back then, nobody asked any
individual to pledge; rather the
individual asked the fraternity if he

BLACK

FRATERNITIES

cont. from page 8

lack of interest, fraternities and
sororities are making the change
towards approaching people. But,
when reading that statement, one
must realize that when I say lack of
interest, I mean a lack of interest
in the actual pledging. Although
the pledge period is now
shortened, the students have
become more academically aware
of themselves and their chances in
a white world without the
knowledge accrued through col
lege. Perhaps, in that perspective,
I and many other older brothers
can realize the change in the Black
students' attitudes toward the
fraternities and sororities, but I
would hate to see the organizations
die out."
James "Butter" Allen, the Resident
Food Service Contract Manager
feels a need for fraternities to grow
with the times and change.
"Obviously, someone felt that the
Omega Psi Phi fraternity need no
longer stipulate shaving the heads
of pledges anymore. I feel it's time
for another change. I don't want to
see pledges walking in line, I don't
feel that the college community
needs to know when a line is
pledging-it isn't necessary. If they
want to have a line walking around
campus, let them do it after
sundown. Pledge period isn't for
the campus community, it's for the
existing brothers and those
pledges who want to be brothers."
Exactly how do the
perceive the pledges that
walking around campus?
can be easily identified
constantly hairless faces.)

students
they see
(Pledges
by their

"I don't know about anyone else,
but I wouldn't want to be rubbed
up on any guy's ass," said one
anomynous male, "I wouldn't
pledge, if that's what pledging is
about."
Blacks need unity. Isn't walking

front to back an abstract symbol of
growing unity and closeness,
something that Trenton State's
Black people, in general, need to
realize? One goal that the original
brothers in the founding fraterni
ties wanted to promote was Black
unity. Because many non-greek
Black students don't know the
histories of these fraternities, they
are left to guess at the purposes of
the organizations. Yet, Eric Lewis
of Omega Psi Phi says that the
goals are the same that they were
before, changing only to accomo
date the changing times.
"Non-greeks see fraternities more
on a social leven rather than a
community service-there are many
things that the Omega's do and
other fraternities do that the
student body does not see, and
therefore cannot understand why
they see us on campus giving
parties.
Algernon Ward, Alpha, said,
"Alpha's are men of purpose and
distinction, our main idea is unity.
There is a certain amount of
friction, ususally at the undergrad
level. Far-sighted brothers do not
subcomb to this type of tension-I
don't."
Generally, Black non-greek consen
sus is that fraternities give only
parties and step shows.
"I've never been to a function that
the fraternities have held that
hasn't been a party. Don't they
ever do anything else, " one young
lady commented. "And I'm tired of
hearing those frats continuously
put each other down."
Eric Lewis maintains that this is
not putting down: "...when we
make jokes about each other, it's
all in fun-we want to be a unit...the
only difference between my frat
and others is the knowledge of the
different histories and the indi
viduals BECAUSE THEY ARE

INDIVIDUALS-but we're all bro
thers."
"Anytime you want to attack a
greek organization you should do it
from the inside out and not from
the outside in."-Butter Allen
But, although this may be true,
Richard Williams, of the 1978
Utimme Umana staff, wrote an
article in which he claimed to
"speak the truth." Some of his
"reality seeking" claims were as
follows: " Instead of advocating
unity, they, the fraternities, foster
seperation. They alienate, discrim
inate, and remain non-committal.
Competition between them leaves
them no room or time to tackle the
real problems which plague the
minority campus community. Their
main concerns are caberets and
appearances, bigger and better
cabarets and step shows, which
seem to be the only things on their
agenda...From all outward appear
ances, it does not matter to Black
fraternal organizations on this
campus... It is with these thoughts
in mind that I contend that Black
fraternal organizations have out
lived their usefulness...In short, I
see a bunch of short-sighted
individuals laying claim to the
achievements of their predecessors
and making none of their own.
Robert Alston related that the
members of the past fraternities
were also the main people who
were involved in most of the
minority organizations on campus,
although the Black students were,
in g eneral, active, and he was
reinforced by Chico Chambers, "I
think everyone was trying to be
involved towards unity," said
Chico. "Our frats then were into
helping each other towards a
better tomorrow."
Although Tyronne Harvey, a
Kappa, believes that the participa
tion among Blacks is low, he says
that he sees a change coming on.
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MLK
our quest for justice. Perhaps
disillusionment is normal if one
struggles so long only to find that
for every one step that has been
taken forward, two steps have been
taken backward. But I believe that
it is in the spirit of Martin that for
every reason some may choose for
throwing in the towel, we will take
it as a mandate to keep on
struggling.
Martin's life has not only been a
testimony against the evils of
racism, but because of his presence
among us, and because of his own
intellectual acuity, we have been
stimulated to explore more deeply
the very nature of racism itself. I,
for one, am not convinced that our
findings are yet conclusive, but I
would"hasten to say that there have
been crucial lessons learned. This
exploration is imperative for our
future. I say tnis because the
strategies and remedies which we
brought to bear on our case in the
past were not so much bad remed
ies as they were good remedies for
the wrong diagnosis.
Already, we know that our continu
ing fight against racism must not be
based on an understanding of
racism as a mere personality disor
der, a simple matter of need for
attitudinal change. We also know
that for our society to be freed from
racist practices, it will take more
than placing a few Black people in
visible positions of leadership and
coloring a few faces Black in
magazine and TV commercials.
Indeed, we know that individuals,
with the best intentions, cannot
overcome, if the weight of racist
institutional structures are weigh
ing down on their shoulders. We
must focus our attention on these
structures. They are the ones that
deny young Black men work and
then promote the lie that they are
lazy because they don't have a job.
They are the ones that create the
milieu for poor white people to deny
the real source of their powerlessness and to focus their anger and
aggression on their fellow Black,
Red, Brown and Yellow victims.
They are the same structures which

TRIBUTE
repudiate policy of respect
for
Humam Rights abroad and of just
relations among nations.
Mirtin knew, as a follower of
Christ, that our struggle was not a
struggle against individuals, but
that it was and is a struggle against
principalities and powers. But, he
also knew that even beneath the
structures which have been de
signed to perpetuate hatred, aliena
tion and division, what we face is a
spiritual crisis of identity. At the
root of it all, he knew and tried to
teach us that the nation lacked the
spiritual maturity and the strength
01 faith to believe that in Christ,
there really is no Jew or Greek....
As long as this spiritual immaturity
and this faithlessness prevail, we
can be sure that every compelling
voice for love and justice, every
witness for righteousness, unity
and peace, will be repelled.
So I call you now to maturity and to
faithfulness. Let us follow the path
made by our Drum Major with a
new dedication. We need not go in
innocence, pretending we know not
how rocky is the road. But let us
reflect upon his selfless example
and go on anyway.
Mnd you, we go in the footsteps of
a man who left us no blueprint. Yet,
he left us many signs of his humane
caring and of his tenacious faithful
ness to OUR LORD; and he gave us
his blood. %

CONSPIRACY,
OR NOT?
By Delee Owens
For over a year and a half, 20
young Black children have been
murdered and one is still missing in
Atlanta, Georgia.
The latest
victim, 13 year old Curtis Walker,
was found in the South River by
Atlanta firemen. Police have not
been able to find the person or
persons responsible for these
crimes, but the Georgia State
Crime Laboratory has found a link
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to six of the murders. Identical
rug fibers have been found on the
clothes of six of the children.
The people of Atlanta are afraid
and many children live in fear that
they will be the next victim.
Everyone questions why the police
cannot find the person(s) respons
ible. When a mother was asked
how she felt about the situation she
responded with, "It's a kind of
living hell."
The motive for the killings is not
known, but many people have their
own theories. Some feel that there
is a national campaign of genocide
against Black people in the U.S.
because Black men have been
stabbed in Buffalo, and New York;
Black women have been murdered
in Boston; attacked, raped, and
wounded in Tennesee and Virgina;
and an attempt was made to
assassinate Vernon Jorden, in
addition to the murdered children.
Others feel that someone is trying
to instill fear in the Black
communities. By murdering the
children, parents will feel that they
can no longer protect their
children. Children will feel lost if
they can no longer be protected by
their parents, therefore, a sense ol
helplessness is created among the
Black communities. If this happens
Black families will be easy prey for
various anti-Black groups; the Klu
Klux Klan, Nazis, and other
similarly oriented. The well known
psychic, Lillian Cosby, feels that
these murders are the acts of
someone with a scientific mind, not
a person with mental problems
because it is hard to find many
clues. She feels that the murders
were planned out ahead of time
and the persons responsible have
aset motive. Atlanta will not be
the only city terrorized also, the
ones responsible are participating
in the search for the children. She
feels that the stabbings in Buffalo,
New York are racial as well as
political.
Someone is out to
destroy the Buffalo Black commun
ity because of the progress it has
made. According to James Pitts,
City Councilman of Buffalo, the
people there are arming them
selves against this murderer.
cont. on page 13

BLACK DIALECT

Conspiracy?
cont. from page 12

Carolyn Davis
Staff Writer
The causes of dialects are often
disagreed upon, thought isolation
and natural barriers can be proven
to preserve forms of speech until
they become dialects. The Black
dialect is no different from any
other dialect. It is a complete
grammatical system related to the
American dialect in some ways like
a foreign language. In America it is
referred to as one of the biggest
educational problems. With Hack
dialect, it is difficult for a child to
function properly in school because
children whose speech style is so
different from the writing style of
their books have difficulty learning
to read.
In Black english, there is no
distinction between present and
past tenses but it does require
distinction between continuous and
momentary action.
The most popular Black dialect is
similar to slang, it involves word
changing or substituting. This style
takes a standard English word and
formulates a word of its own,
whether through rris—pronuncia
tion or actual mis—wording.Some
illustrations of this would include,
ofay (white), vines (clothes), play
the skin (handshake), cop z's
'(sleep), and ruined (ulgy girl).
Black dialect derives from many
things. Some think Black children
speak different because of lazy lips
and lazy tongues, they attempt to
simplify standard English, or they
have poor auditory discrimination.
This type of identification is an
example of stereotyping and can be
proven inaccurate by many Black
children, also by anyone really
familiar with Black dialect or any
dialect.
Black dialect can also be said to
have come from West Africa where
they use multiple negatives, such
as, Nobody don't know it. In
retrospect, Black English is not
careless standard English, but
rough constructed speech patterns
with the same sound, structures,
and vocabulary like other dialects.

Some say that no dialect is intrin
sically bad or good and
non-standard speeck styles are not
defective speech but different
speech. Black English is just what
it is said to be, the language of
Black Americans.
In America, Black dialect is basic
ally looked upon like any other
dialect but there are two distinct
views on how it should be dealt
with. Black militants and some
white liberals urge that Middleclass Blacks stop thinking of the
inner—city dialect as something to
be ashamed of and repudiated.
Mast people think Black dialect
should be used side—by—side with
standard English in the classroom
With this theory comes many
disputes. A study of Detroit
parents, make by Dr. Hoops and
Mrs. Ruth Iiles of Wayne State
University indicates that the
Detroit Black parents from all social
economic stata favored the general
American dialect system for Black
children.
Two researchers at
Columbia University report that
the adults they worked with in
Harlem almost unanimously pre
ferred that their children be taught
standard English. Black English
should be taught at a stage wnere
children realize the need to learn it,
therefore it should be taught as an
alternate dialect, not a replace—
ment. The difference between it
and standard English does not
equal inferiority.
Language is an identity label,
therefore, as a language, Black
dialect has a dynamic relationship
between language and subculture of
which standard English cannot take
its place. For most linguists, it is
irrelevant whether Blade English is
a language or dialect since it serves
as a communications system Like
other languages and dialects, Black
English is used by a mass of people
who understand it and identify with
it, therefore making it standard and
correct communication. It is the
visible link between Black Ameri—
cans and their native land
Africa.®

There have been leads and tips
taken to the District Attorney, but
they are not being followed up on.
There has also been Nazi
demonstrations in Buffalo adding
to the fervor.
Ms. Barbara Banks, editor of a
New York newspaper and a
student of history, feels that these
racist 1980 attacks against Blacks
are a repeat of history, for in 1919
there were lynchings, rapes, and
public burnings of Black people.
On Friday, Feb. 27, the Atlanta
police issued a lookout for a
supicious looking man with blonde
hair who tried to lure children into
a car with police-like roof lights.
The police say that it is unlikely
that this man is connected with the
killings because he was trying to
lure four school girls and only one
of them was Black. All of the
victims were Black and only two
were girls. "The report will be
handled routinely and probably not
be sent to the special task force
that is investigating the killings,"
said spokesman for the police. No
one knows for sure the mentality of
the killer(s) or exactly what the
motive is. Even if this lead turns
out to be false, by all means it
should at least be investigated.
The children's funerals have been
video taped by the F.B.I in an
attempt to find if anyone supicious
is showing up.
Seeing that Black people are not
exactly welcomed in this country,
our only alternative is to unite by
every means necessary. Not only
among ourselves but also with
others who take a stand against
the evil forces that plague
America. When will they ever
learn that God placed us all on this
earth to live together as one ?
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"It becomes clear that what we are seeing
today is only history repeating itself"
Lerone Bennett, Jr.
By Leroy Thomas
What if someone told you this:
exactly one hundred years ago, in
1881, there was black governor of
Louisiana; the South Carolina
Legislature was over 50 per cent
black; there were black mayors
and councilmen throughout the
South. Amazing, you say? These
facts, and a wealth of other
little-known information about the
black experieince in America was
delivered to us by none other than
Lerone Bennett, Jr., Senior Editor
of Ebony magazine. Mr. Bennett, a
noted historian, author of several
books, and lecturer, sits on the
Board of Trustees of Morehouse
College, and the Martin Luther
King Center for Social Change. He
also holds several honorary
doctorate degrees.
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Lerone Bennett came to speak as
part of last month's Black History
Month celebration. Speaking in
the multi-purpose room to a full
house, Mr. Bennett noted that
"One hundred years ago we had
more affirmative action programs
than we do now; blacks thought
they had it made." "However, in
1881, as in 1981, there was a
systematic and organized attempt
to discredit black leaders." The
Members of the audience were
riveted to their seats. "It becomes
clear that what we are seeing
today is only history repeating
itself," said Bennett.
"During this period, in a very
crucial election, the American
people elected a man named
Rutherford B. Hayes, who came

along with the same ideas tha
Ronald Reagan has in mind today
he added.
Mr. Bennett also spoke of the
"conspiracy of silence" that keep
the accomplishments of blaci:
people out of our history books.
According to Bennett, "Neve
before has there been a greater
need to study and understand the
black gift to American culture. Th>
black past tells us that no one ha
done more work here. No one is
owed more for the work they did,
from sun-up to sundown, for twi
hundred years without pay." He
added, "It is impossible to get a
clear-cut understanding of history
in America-the Declaration of
Independence, Civil War, Slavery
and the Constitution-without some
understanding of the black
experience in our country."
As an example of this "conspiracy
of silence,"Bennett told of the little
-known fact that the city of Chicago
was founded by a black man. Yet
"there is no monument or plaque in
honor of the founder of Chicago."
"His house is called the Kinsey
House, in honor of the white man
who bought the house from him.
Throughout his lecture, Mr
Bennett evoked varied response
from the audience, which included
Dr. Eickhoff, president of TSC,
Rev. M. William Howard, of the
Board of Trustees, and Associate
Dean of Students, Bennie Barnes.
According to Lerone Bennett,
dangerous idea is broadening thai
black history is an intellectual slum
that we play with once a year, then
we go back to white history the
other eleven months of the year. is the job of all of us that we do not
stop until we get equal time.' 0

Malcolm X
Malcolm X
Malcolm X
Malcolm X
Malcolm X
Malcolm X
Malcolm X
Malcolm X
Malcolm X
Malcolm X
Malcolm X
He lived to tell the truth...He died telling the truth
By William McLean
inception into the nation of Islam,
After reading the autobiography of
Malcolm X was abled to go all over
Malcolm X, my immediate reaction
the country and speak about his
was the thought of such an
feelings for the American white
untimely death. His death brought
to many people's eyes, tears; it also
man.
He has inspired me to
brought good feelings to those
continue enhancing my own
people who couldn't stand the man.
personal knowledge of what he
stood for. To me, he stood for the
Malcolm X was perhaps the only
epitomy of the American black
black man living at that time who
man, unafraid to comment on the
saw the white man, as he truly is, a
degrading treatment the black man
racist and dirty man. He didn't
recieved as slaves and after
slavery by the white man. His
care about the ill feelings or
strength unlike any black man
hostilities he created for himself by
living in his time; he knew the
exposing as the truths about the
white man couldn't stand hearing
white man. He simply spoke from
the truth about himself. Malcolm
his mouth; what he knew and what
didn't speak on any subject unless
he had learned. I realized the
he studied it thoroughly, and upon
great amounts of pressure he
an intense study and comprehens
exposed upon himself by his
comments about white people as
ion of all related materials, he
would answer the most scholarly
devils. I also realized that this
persons questions.
black man, once a hustler, thief,
dope addict, criminal and prisoner,
To further talk about the man, and
learned what would be considered
his book, he brought himself up
a life time collegiate education, by
from the lowest depths any black
spending ten years in prison. By
man could have been at, and he
being imprisoned, he had the
became, in many people's opinion,
intense study habits that only few
powerful Black man in America.
collegians can obtain.
He devoted his entire life, after his
prison days, to the struggle for
I have a great appreciation for this
freedom for the black man. He was
man. I was so inspired by his
devoted to his religion, and to his
sleepless efforts to really free the
teacher, the Honorable Elijah
black man in America, and to teach
Muhammad. I can't think of any
his brothers and sisters more about
man who contributed more to the
their ancestory?
Through his

nation of Islam than he did. All of
his accomplishments for the nation
have been since misconstrued.
He was a black man who had the
will to learn. He learned so much
from being a Muslim that he
desperately wanted to learn more.
He shocked the country and his
fellow Muslim brothers and sisters
by taking the pilgrimage to Mecca.
He learned that in his religion,
both white men and black men
lived as brothers. He didn't learn
this from the messenger
Muhammad. The messenger didn't
want Malcolm to take the
pilgrimage but Malcolm had to go,
because of his insistance to learn
everything about Islam.
My reaction to his pilgrimage to
Mecca was that since it is written
that all Muslim's at least once in
their life time make the Holy
pilgrimage 'if it is at all possible,
thus, Malcolm should go. He did
go. After the pilgrimage and
upon his return to America, he had
changed. He had seen white, red,
and yellow Muslims.
Besides
Elijah Muhammad, Malcolm was
the only American Black man to
make the Holy pilgramage. That
became the fall of power for
Malcolm X. (It was only a matter
of time, before his down fall.
What I really got out of his book
was his vocal quality. Ever since
his childhood, he could always talk,
and make people listen. It was so
evident; when in grade school,
working in Boston, New York, and
finally as a Muslim minister.
Malcolm X knew throughout his
years that there were many things
to be said about the American
white man, about middle class
Negroes who thought they were
white, he knew he had the voice,
and the respect to tell all those
people the truth about themselves.
I can't believe so many people who
praised him, who prayed with him,
turned their heads on the man. He
built the nation of Islam in the
west. He encouraged many blacks
to listen to his teacher and learn.
He lived to tell the truth, and
telling the truth is what he did. He
died telling the truth. 0
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PROJECT

CHANCE

a r. Wright

Project C.H.AN.C.E. was contrueted in 1968 by the EOF proam here at Trenton State
Uege. The program is designed
to give assistance to individuals
who have potential and intellectual
ability but performed at a below
average level in high school. In
most colleges a program such as
chance doesn't exist. I find that the
significance of this program is in its
own title.

S

Today there are many people in
high school who are in need of this
program. There are many students
that have the potential to enhance
their knowledge through this pro
gram. We all know that most
inner-city high schools in N.J. are
over populated, and as a result, the
quality of the education only goes to
a few students. Those students was
the ones who were of the academic
sector. On the other hand, there
are students in high school today
whose cases are similar to my own
when I was there. I was not a
student of the academic sector. My
class sector was Vocational Arts. I
spent a lot of my days in high school
behind machines that don't exist in
most factories today. I did have a
few academic courses, but not
enough to get me into a college of
my choice. While working continu
ously in the vocational area, I
decided that I wanted to enter
college after graduatioa I talked to
my advisor about my intentions.
He told me that ny chances of
getting into any 4 year college
would be very slim So together,
we worked at it constantly trying to
find a 4 year college tnat would
even consider me as a special case.
Finally, ny advisor informed me of
a program entitled Project Chance
at Trenton State College. A week
later representatives from the pro
gram came to ny high school
(TCHS) and spoke to our students.
I sat there and listened as Dr
Lonesome (program coordinator)
explained the structure of the
program and its academic policy.
By following the certain steps
required to enter this program I
found its academic and supportive
services to be quite successful. I

feel that this program could help
many seniors m nigh school that
didn't perform well academically
but want to continue their educ
ation and don't have the impressive
academic records that are required
by this college. I find that another
significant factor of this program is
that it deals with the individual
instead of his past accomplish
ments. So as a student of this
program, I would like to share some
of ny experiences in this program
There is also a change tnat I feel
that this program should adopt,
which I will introduce at the end of
this article.
During the summer of 80, the
program held achievement motiva
tion workshops at an outdoor camp.
This camp was structured to famil
iarize the students with each other.
I was not able to attend the summer
camp, for I was still considered an
high school student the day that the
camp began. I got to know the
majority of the students of the
program by July 4. When they
returned I asked many of them how
did they enjoy the Gimp. The
' es were similar to eacn other,
y students were not pleased
with food service, but they all
impressed with workshops that
were held once a day. The camp's
workshops played an important role
in developing its participants innerreaction capabilities. I noticed that
when the students had returned
from camp, it seemed as if they
were together for much more than a
week. This achievement motivation
camp was definitely successful in
uniting the incoming freshman of
the program

Z

Along with the achievement motiv
ation workshops, each student was
given academic assistance. This
academic assistance was given on
an individual basis, not only for
academic purposes, but for an
problem that may confront an
individual.
The fact that the
programs advisors were social ad
visors also, it helped a lot of
students cope with freshmen fever.
I found that many students had
much more problems than acad
emic. Tm sure that the advisors of

the program can assure ny pre
sumption
The advisors of Project Chance can
certainly say that this year is much
better than those of the programs
past. I understand that in the past,
Project Chance had lost many of its
fresh students at the end of the fall
semester. This year with dedic
ation on part of the students and
the staff, we only managed to lose
only a few students. I'm proud to
admit that the acheivement motiv
ation group that Im in presently,
hasn't lost a single member today. I
hope that the entire group of the
remaining freshman of the program
will keep up this outstanding attendence. This is what I call
dedication to our education
One of the more important factors
of the program is its free tutorial
services. Tutoring is provided on
an individual bases for each of the
study areas at this college. Stu
dents can request tutoring on their
own, and othere may be referred by
their advisor, professor, or other
college staff members. The tutors
are chosen by the staff of CPAD
(Center for Personal and Academic
Development). I find that they can
lie helpful sometimes. I think that
students shouldn't expect effective
ness from all of the tutors, for some
have terrible ways of trying to
teach. Some tutors can also confuse
an individual. I find it pleasurable
that students can always change
tutors if they wish to do so. Every
student in the summer program had
several tutors.
I'm sure the
majority of them are thankful for it
today. The tutors that were here in
the summer were all wonderful. I
can certainly say that ny tutors
were effective: moreover, fm deep
ly proud of the progress that I maae
through self-help which is normally
ones tutor in the long run.
I would now like to share with you
the policy change that I feel the
program should adopt. I personally
feel that this change would help
future studems broaden their
inner-map of academic confidence in
themselves. The change that comes
"> my mind is the program'scont. on page 22
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KNOW MY COUNTRY:

I find it necessary to introduce
Nigeria to those who would find it
interesting reading articles from
International Correspondence Co
lumn. Most of my articles will be
dealing with African countries of
which Nigeria is the most popular
Black African nations.
The Republic of Nigeria was a
British colony and protectorale
before her independence on
October 1, 1960. Nigeria is the
most populous single Black African
nation on the continent of Africa.
About 357,000 square miles in area,
it lies wholly within the tropics and
occupies a dominant position along
the Gulf of Guinea. She lies on
the west coast and has a tradition
and culture closely connected with
her religious beliefs and the rites
and practices relating to them.
Traditional religion has given the
people a heritage of culture and
tradition, which is still noticeable
despite later influence by Islam
and Christianity. The agriculture,
music, art craft, language, and

By Jude Ugo Iheoma
economics of the country still bear
traces of this influence.
The climate is tropical thoughout
the country, but considerable
differences exists between the
South and the North. Differences
in the principal weather com
ponents are; temperature, humid
ity, and rainfall.
These are
governed mainly by the movement
and interaction of major air masses
that affect West Africa. These
include the harsmatton, a trade
wind that originates in the Sahara
region.
There are two main
seasons in Nigeria, namely the
rainy and dry seasons. The rainy
period occurs between April and
October, usually starting in late
April or early May.
About the middle of September
harmation winds begin moving
Southward, bringing dry, hot days,
and relatively cooler nights. By
the middle of October, the rains

NIGERIA!

have generally ceased throughout
the country and the harmatter
continues to dominate the weather
until the start of the next rainy
season. The mean annual maximum
temperature recorded over a
period of years at different points
showed a range of 86-89 degrees
with low humidity.
Although English is the official
language of government, edu
cation, and the mass media, almost
as many local languages and
dialects are spoken as there are
ethnic groups. This extraordinary
variety is carried over to the local
religious forms (which exist along
side Islam and Chrisitianity), and
to the diversity that characterizes
sociopolitican attitudes, values, and
ways of life.
Nigeria is naturally blessed with
her natural resources. Her major
exports include; crude oil (one of
the best in the world), cocoa,
groundnuts (peanuts), palm products, rubber, cotton, timber, wood
products, hides, and skins.
cont. on page 22
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An Open Letter To The Community
Dear Brothers and Sisters:
The current developments is the
political arena at our school
warrant your careful scrutiny.
Despite the efforts of an
Affirmative Action Program, the
number of black students and
faculty is falling at Trenton State
College. The key to our future is
education, therefore, our future is
at stake here. From 1976 to 1979
the number of black enrollments
decreased from 581 yo 395.
Although the 1980-81 figures are
not yet available, I feel they bear
more disturbing news. The factors
that affect black enrollment need
to address by us now, because with
the shift to the right that the
country is now experiencing, it will
become increasingly more difficult
to leave the door open to those who
are to follow us.
The factors that impact black
enrollment require our urgent
attention.
Minority students are among those
who are least able to afford a
college education. For the past
three years there have been
increases of $60, $80, and last year,
$100 in the cost of our education.
Currently we are facing an
additional $195 increase in the cost
of on-campus housing. The TAG
grants Minority students are
among those who are lease able to
afford a college education.
The TAG grants have been cut by
20 percent this semester.
The
State of New Jersey has revised its
TAG guidelines once more,
reducing or stopping aid to 26,000
New Jersey students next year.
Now President Reagan has
proposed a 30-50 percent cut in the
Federal Guaranteed Student Loan
program which will eliminate
assistance to another 42,000-70,000
students. Dr. H. Rhett of the NJ
Department of Higher Education
says, "The average student will fall
$1000 short in trying to pay for
college next year, and thousands
will be forced to drop out."

It becomes immediately obvious
who will be the majority of those
drop-outs.
The bulk of black
students who now attend college
have families who have marginal
incomes; these new stresses will
most certainly push them over the
brink. Our first step is to resist
the proposed 9 percent increase
beforeit is written into next year's
housing contract, a contract which
the school may break without legal
redress, evidence by the mid-sem
ester $100 incrfease last year. The
lawyer who is retained by the
students if forced to sign a
document which forbids him to
take legal action against the
school, rendering him useless in
the very areas where we need him
most.
We as students need to take action
against anyincreases in a determin
ed and unified manner, NOW!
There will be no chances to do so
later. We are not only students,
wh are consumers. Bring your
parents into the picture. Have
them write and/or call Dr. Klepper
to register their dissatisfaction
with a housing increase.
The
SGA, RHA, IGC, and Affirmative
Action Committee have formed a
task force to try and deal with this
issue, but they can do nothing
unless you support them whole
heartedly. Some members of the
task force are considering placing
our tuition in an escrow account in
a bank, and settling this issue in a
landlord-tenants court.
It is
drastic, but so is the de-education
of generation! Think about it and
prepare.
Another area that affects
minority enrollments is the new
administrative policy of increased
emphasis on SAT scores.
Averages are lower than the
average for white students.
Another area that affects minority
enrollments is the new administra
tive policy of increased emphasis
on SAT scores as entrance criteria.
Since black student score averages

are below the average of white
students, increased emphasis on
SAT scores will probably result in
fewer black students enrolled.
The value of SAT scores as
indicators of ability has been
disputed in many educational
circles.
And since most
predominately black high schools
usually lack the facilities to
adequately prepare its students for
SAT tests and college, using SAT
scores as entrance requirements is
a form of discrimination.
Racial prejudices and discrimina
tion are directly linked to
ignorance. A lack of understanding
between whites and blacks has
been a festering wound in America
for the past three hundred years.
The only remedy is a strong dose
of consciousness raising. A white
student may take a course at TSC
for four years without ever taking
a course pertaining to minorities.
Blacks, Hispanics, Asians and
American Indians have made
innumerable contributions to
American society. These contri
butions go unobserved by white
students. The danger in this is the
preservation of the vicious cycle of
ignorance-prejudice.
A history
major may acheive a degree
without ever having to take a
course in Afro-American history
here. He may teach or act as an
historian with a significant gap in
his education.
No historian is
worth his salt unless he is aware of
the role of black people and others
in history. Parallel to this is the
fact that the education department
does not require its students to
take a course in minority studies.
These students will become
teachers who will probably have
minority students in their classes.
How will these students be able to
understand the backgrounds of
their pupils, or how to relate to
them? How will these history
teachers teach students about
themselves?
I fear that upon
graduation these future teachers
will be ill-prepared to do so.
cont. on pugo 22
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T S C CAMPUS
QUESTION: WHAT IS YOUR
THEORY ON THE ATLANTA
KILLINGS?

"I think it is the KKK."
Sam Saunders

"The killings of the kids in Atlanta
has brought the people together. I
feel that there should be funds
brought in to help find the killer or
killers of the children. One the
person(s) is caught, capital
punishment should be applied."
Monya Nixon
Sophomore

"I feel as though the Atlanta
killings are being done by the
KKK. The media is trying to
mislead the public by predicting
that the killings are being done by
a black person. My major concern
is wanting the killer to be caught,
no matter what his or her race may
be."
Shawn Turner
Senior
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SPEAKS OUT

Photos by Carmen Brock

"The killings in Atlanta have been
going on for quite some time now.
It has just been recently revealed
that they are related. The killer(s)
can be a number of people, starting
from the KKK to the policemen of
Atlanta.

"I think that the killings not only
depict the actions of a sick and
deranged person or persons but,
also a prevailing attitude in
America. It is time to put the
enemy out of the meeting, forget
our differences, and , sit down and
talk shop!"

Barry Turner

Tyrann Jackson

"The Atlantas killings have me
confused as to what to believe. I
realize that in today's society and
with the movies that are shown,
any type of person could have
killed these children. It could be
man or woman, black or white; I do
not know. The person who is doing
this seems to be pretty smart and
knows exactly what he is doing."
Deniece Gray

"Who can really give an accurate
theory for the Atlanta killings.
The reason for them isn't
important.
The color of the
victims' skin is not important.
What does matter is the eventual
capture of the killer."
Cecil M. Scott
B.A.Senior

"I don't think they will ever find
the killer of the Atlanta children. I
hate to sound so pessimistic, but I
think this crazy man is in another
country by now. I hope they do
find him soon."
Marlene Henley
Junior - Nursing

"My theory on the Atlanta killings
is that it is the work of more than
one deranged person who are
apparently suffering from some
type of brain dysfunction. I feel
that the government has not
assisted the investigation ad
equately. Hopefully, soon it will
end and the culprits will get the
same treatment.'
Jane Fox
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I advocate a three credit
requirement in a minority studies
course for all education majors, and
a 3-6 credit requirement for all
history majors. In this way we can
begin to break the vicious cycle of
ignorance and hatred, and plant a
positive image of themselves on
the young minds of our children.
An added benefit is the raised
level of consciousness of many
white students.
Finally, the Department of
Afro-American Studies needs your
support.
Enrollment in black
studies courses is falling and this
endangers the vcery existence of
the department. Enroll in a course
and get in closer touch with
yourself.
These issues are imperative and
we cannot afford to become
apathetic about them because they
mean the difference between
wealth and welfare, knowledge,
ignorance, survival or extinction.
Brothers and sisters, I am talking
about the de-education of an entire
generation. I would like to close
with a list of some things you can
and should all do:
A. Resist housing increases at
every opportunity
B. Untie our lawyer's hands
C. Inform your parents to contact
the housing director
D. Prepare for a possible boycott
E. Support the student task force
F. Advocate minority course
requirements
G. Write to your state senator
H. Question admissions policies
I. Enroll in Afro-American Studies
courses

It is interesting to know that
despite her large oin production,
Nigeria furnishes the greater part
of the world supple of columbite;
an ore used in the production of
heat resistant steel used in jet
engines, gas turbines, and other
products.

Yours Truly,
Algernon Ward
Sen. Afro-American Studies Dept.

& t
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Her great mineral resources has
increased European and American
presence in the country.
Nigeria-American relations have
improved since President Carter's
visit in April 1978-the first by an
American president. Last year,
vice-president Walter Mondale led
a large business gelegation to
Lagos to explore avenues for
increasing American presence in
Nigeria.
As the average American should
now know, one in every 12 gallons
of petroleum for America's car
comes from Nigeria. Next to Saudi
Arabia (kingdom of oil), Nigeria is
the largest supplier of Petroleum
to the United States.
I recently had the experience to
play the role as an ambassador to

MY
the United Nations for Zimbabwe
at a Model United Nations
conference held at the University
of Pennsylvania. When acting the
role as ambassador to this country,
I had to address ,75 nations at the
conference with Zimbabwe's cur
rent economic problems. Zimba
bwe is being revitalized under a
new government and it needs
economic assistance immediately.
Since the United States is the
richest country in the world, I
expressed my country's problem
directly to the delegate represent
ing the United States. When the
nation of Zimbabwe was first
introduced, the United States gave
the country 20 million dollars in
aid, with a further pledge to seek
30 million from an unenthusiastic
Congress this year, however, the
nation needs 1 billion dollars over a
3 to 5 year period. I was told by
the ambassador of the United
States that I couldn't receive an
increase in aid my country
enhances its stability. What the
U.S. representative told me is
exactly what the Reagan admini
stration told the Prime Minister of
Zimbabwe, Robert Mugabe. 9

Project Chance
cont. from page 16

academic policy. I've never had
any problems with it, but I found
that many of my peers did. This
problem occurs when a student
isn't allowed to take a certain
course because he did not take a
course that is required by the
program previous to his choice. I
feel that if a student wants to make
a course decision beyond advise
ment, no rule or advisor should
stand in his or her way. I am
implying that the program should
locus more on academic independ
ence. The advisors are only here
to advise,
the final decision
should be the student's, not by
rules or advisors.
After the

program's sequential and develop
meat courses, students should only
be advised without being persuad
ed with doubt of their abilities. I
am sure this policy change would
delinitely broaden the inner map of
academic confidence in students
WHO will enter the program in the
• atari'.

Psychology of the Minority Experience
by Frank Heuberger
Staff Writer
One of the first programs in
connection with Black HistoryMonth hinged on the psychology of
minorities, a theme of big interest,
approximately 70 people showed
up and filled room 210 in the
Student Center up to the last seat.
One expected a theoretical and
practical insight into the psycholo
gical treatment of problems based
on the empirical data of social
intercourse with typical minorities,
and within this topic, the problems
of black people in an American
society controlled by whites.
Because of Krauthamer's fortright
manner, which activated the
audience, the program started
enthusiastically from the beginning
with a presentation- and discussion
of her concept of minorities. Black
and white history are not
separated, as an elderly woman out
of the audience supposed, but is
one history, with blacks and whites
playing different roles and, besides
this, clinical evidence shows tha
the psychic and social problem of
blacks and whites are the same out
of a comparable social environ
ment.
This understanding brought
Krauthamer to a very specific
interpretation of the term minor
ity; "Anyone who is in trouble for
any reason at all and has trouble
being heard or has trouble being
helped is a minority."
If the matter stands thus, then the
question is if such a concept of
minority, at least as a psychological
concept, does not lose its sense.
The psychology of black people,
physically and mentally handicap
ped or of anybody else with big
problems are then no longer
distinguishable. Everyone belongs
to the same minority if he is in
trouble.

On the contrary, minorities are
defined by means of specific group
characteristics; this is the reason
why they are specific minorities
with specific problems which also
require a specific therapy.
The following movie, "Black
History-Lost Strayed Or Stolen,"
then made clear to what extent, far
into the 20th century, social and
scientific results of blacks were
ignored and oppressed systematic
ally by white history writing.
Black people only had to play the
role of the stupid, anxious little
boy.
At this point it should be obtained
the lay open of a piece of
suppressed black culture with the
goal of self-determination against
white oppression till ideologies
such like this are discovered in all
it racism and stupidity. Then,
possibly, a black and white
conciousness will be developed for
which the question of man being
created equal is no question any
more.
By that time this
principle-man are created equal-can
not be used as if it would exist but
as a strategy of unmasking.
Until either economical or social
equality are established, we have
to fight for it. But if equality is
established, then the different
cultural-historical background of
the black personality must come
into play. This personality as a
result of a history of the origin
and rise which, if we look at 't in
correlation and collision with the
white history of America-which is
also the black history of
America-must generate its own
psychic problems.
If these problems are not perceived
and recognized in clinical attendence, then this just might show
similarity of symptoms of the same
issue between blacks and whites.

Neither problems nor therapy
must therefore necessarily be the
same. Perhaps we should rather
perceive therein the grade of
integration of the black identity
into the typical patterns of the
white identity in a so called
American middle-class society.
Hence, only beyond these patterns
one should be able to expose the
lost residues of a minorityidentity which of course would be
in need of a special therapy.
Required is a theory in which not
only individual- psychological but
also cultural-anthropological data
cooperate. Here, psychology is
just in its first steps. 0
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SOJOURNER TRUTH
By William McLean

On February 10,1981, Prof. Joseph
Ellis of the Trenton State College
History Department presented a
lecture on Sojourner Truth. This
was just on of many interesting
lectures for the Black History
Month celebration here at Trenton
State College.
She was born in New York in the
year 1797. Her African decendants
were fropi the country of Guinea.
She was born in the north,
although still living in slavery, it
was not the same kind of slavery
that was instituted in the south.
Her slave master was a man named
Dumont. On July 4, 1827, she and
her children were to be freed. On
that day, she was freed, but her
children were not. Once freed, she
wretched as a domestic worker.
At the age of 30, she was engaged
in a custody suit against a man who
fathered her son Peter. She fought
this white man and won the
custody battle. It was during these
years that she left New York and
settled in a new city called
New
Jerusalem. The years of her life
then moved on to the times of slave
rebellion, which was lead by Nat
Turner.
She know how each
person's life was engulfed with the
bitterness of slavery. This way of
hfe changed sojourner. She got
interested in religion and now
belonged to God.

She later moved to Florence, Mass.
The time was in the mid-1830's. In
the span of the next forty years,
she will have broadened the equal
rights for women in America more
than any other woman. She was so
powerful that she was hated by aU
whites. She was a very strong and
free black woman.
Sojourner
Truth traveled all over the
country, speaking against slavery,
war, and fashionable women. She
met and talked to many of today's
well-known black heroes.
In the 1840's she met Frederick
Douglass and William Lloyd
Garrison. They were free blacks
who were unafraid of speaking out
against slavery. In the 1850's, she
had her autobiography written and
then turned her interest to politics.
She became a delegate speaker for
the newly founded Negro Woman's
League, protesting for the rights of
She believed in
women.
non-violence as a way to free the
slaves and practiced anti-slavery
all over the country. Douglass, on
the other hand, was a true believer
that the only way that blacks,
living in this slavery institution,
were to be freed was by successful
and thorough bloodshed. As he
was right, because the civil war
was coming and slaves had hopes
of freedom.

During the Civil War, she worked
with the black regiments serving
for the North. Seh met with then
president Abraham Lincoln in
1864. She stated that President
Lincoln was a very kind man. He
was the catalyst in freeing the
slaves, along with General U.S.
Grant.
Also she was instrumental in
helping women obtain many rights.
She helped many blacks escape
the slaved south and head
northward, to get as far away from
slavery as possible.
White history books do not tell and
illustrated the life and trials of this
woman, and if you want more
information, it can be obtained in
local and college libraries. She
should be looked at in the same
way you look at Martin Luther
King, Jr., Frederick Douglass,
Cripus Attacks, etc.
She was
indeed a clever and shrewd \
woman. She was a phenomenal
orator, prophet and educator, who
could have been a saint, like Joan
of Arc, it it weren't for here
extremely dark complexion.
Afterall, how many black saints are
there? Sojourner Truth did more
for women's rights in America than
any other woman alive did, black
or white. 0
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IMPACT OF ALCOHOL ON
THE BLACK COMMUNITY
By Frederick D. Harper and
Marvin P. Dawkins
Last part of a Series
If one is to solve a problem,
he or she must first accept that a
problem exists. If a community is
to be liberated from victimization, it
must, first, realize that it is victim,
and second, acknowledge thesource
of its victimizatioa The implication
here is that the black community
has yet to realize or admit that
alcohol abuse has been an integral
source in the destruction of black
people, black families, and black
communities. This does not suggest
that blacks should not drink. It
does, however, posit that black
people drink too much and too often
in ways and situations that contri
bute to their own harm. In the
black community, heavy drinking is
many times expected and even
praised.
Many attitudes and
expressions of encouragement have
become acceptable, such as; "That
nigger can nold some liquor," or
"Man, last night I was high as a
mink coat." This language and
these attitudes are couched in a
mood of community and comrade
ship. An offer of a drink is
perceived as an offer of friendship
and sharing. Therefore, to refuse
one's drink is to refuse an offer of
friendship. Even more, to refuse a
second or third drink (or additional
drinks) is perceived as a cop-out.
For many black communities, heavy
drinking is viewed as the normal
thing to do. The term "alcoholic" is
denied by those heavy drinkers who
are in essence suffering from
alcoholism. Even the friends of
alcoholics refuse to use this term
and often deny the existence of this
phenomenon among blacks. In
other words, alcoholism is for white
folks and blacks just "drink a lot of
liquor" or are classified as "winos."
There are communications ol
double standards in the selfexpression of phrases such as,
"Don't put me in the category with
an alcoholic, I just drink every day
after work to get a nice 'high.'"
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In general, the black community
has denied the existence of alcohol
ism and alcohol abuse, which has
created a lack of awareness and
commitment in taking action to
eliminate alcohol problems. This
lack of awareness has created a
problem in the deliveiy of health
services. For example, a major
problem of hospitals and alcoholism
treatment programs is that of
getting black alcoholics and
problem drinkers to come in for
help. Mddleclass blacks are part
icularly reluctant to become visible
as problem drinkers, especially
through linkage to a public social
service agency.
Although
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA) has
helped sane black alcoholics toward
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recovery, in general, it has had
little impact on the black com
munity as a whole. One explanation
for blacks' resistance to AA is that
AA is often perceived as a white,
biased, middleclass group that is
located "across the railroad track."
Another reason is that blacks find it
hard to admit being an alcoholic,
which is a requirement of members
in initial AA group meetings.
Even black researchers, community
leaders, and professional service
workers have ignored alcohol
problems in the black community.
A survey of black journals mid
magazines over a 2>year period
(1949-1974) reveals that only five
articles appeared on the topic of
"blacks and alcohol." This small
number of articles suggests a lack
of awareness and interest among
black researchers and scholars in
studying the sociological, historical,
economic, psychological, political,
educational, and health aspects of
alcohol use and nonuse among black
Americans. This paucity of black
alcohol literature indicates a lack of
interest and awareness among
black publishers and black freelance
writers. It also appears that black
community leaders and national
civil rights leaders have overlooked
the role of alcohol in minimizing the
health and human rights of blacks.
The NAACP, the National Urban
League, black fraternities/sororities, black business groups, and
black churches have had little or
nothing to say about the negative
consequences of alcohol abuse
among blacks. One exception that
stands out over the years is the
World Community of Islam in the
West (formerly known as the Hack
Muslims). This national organiz
ation has for years openly opposed
the destruction of black talent and
health through the use of alcohol
and other drugs. Hack medical
doctors, nurses, counselors, social
workers, psychologists, and other
helping professionals have often
been unaware of or indifferent to
symptoms of alcoholism and alcohol
abuse among their black patients or
black clientele. Williams, in his
Textbook of Black-Related
Diseases, reports that the status of
health and alcoholism is not fully
known since many suffering and ill
blacks live with pain as opposed to
gang to see a physician or nurse.

It must be pointed out that there
have been black leaders throughout
American history with the insight
and maturity to warn blacks against
alcohol abuse. Among these leaders
were Frederick Douglass, W.E.B.
DuBois, Elijah Muhammad, Jackie
Robinson, and Malcolm X.
Frederick Douglass warned black
slaves and freed blacks of the 1800's
of their heavy drinking on week
ends and holidays which interfered
with their struggle for civil rights
and educational growth. DuBois
and Jackie Robinson advised young
blacks not to throw away needed
talent through alcohol abuse. Elijah
Muhammad salvaged hundreds of
blacks from a life of crime and
heavy drinking to the way of his
religion of Islam. It was Malcolm,
after visiting countries of Africa,
who observed that American blacks
seemed to be more interested in
partying and getting high, while
Africans were more serious about
the sober goals of political liber
ation and self-development.
TOWARD THE PREVENTION OF
ALCOHOL ABUSE AMONG
BLACKS
If black Americans are to live
healthy, responsible, and quality
lives, there must be prevention
programs aimed at a revision of
attitudes and values among Blacks
which contribute to alcohol abuse.
For example, blacks must learn that
drinking scotch does not make one
person better than, another: that
"getting high" is not necessary in
order to have fun: that liquor is not
essential in facilitating sexual inter
course: that it is not mandatory to
drink alcohol at all social/recre
ational gatherings: that babies
should not be given beer or other
forms of alcoholic beverages: that
'jftuor does not cure a cold, heal a
disease, or remedy a hangover: that
drmldng heavily and maintaining a
cool" veneer is not behavior to be
admired and respected: that it is
not necessary to drink with a
person in order to identify and
communicate with him or her: that
it is not necessary or "cool" to drink
a six-pack of beer in one sitting (or
standing): and that alcohol should
not serve as a substitute for
nutritious liquids or for water.
If these traditional attitudes and
values are to be changed, then
institutions and organizations of the

black community will have to take
responsibility for educating black
people about alcohol and drinking.
Families, churches, civic and social
groups, professional associations,
industrial and business organiz
ations, and schools need to take
leadership in minimizing and pre
venting alcohol problems among
blacks. These community groups
have a responsibility for charming
slave attitudes ana values about
alcohol that have perpetuated a
vicious cycle of self-victimization.
Black churches and religious groups
will have to play a greater part m
talking black alcoholics into their
congregations and giving them a
meaningful role as an alternative to
alcoholism: black families will have
to communicate alternative values
and activities to those of alcohol
abuse: professional helpers and
service workers, along with com
munity leaders, will have to take
responsibility in planning programs
for the prevention and remediation
of alcohol abuse: and schools and
universities will have to develop
and implement alcohol information
that is relevant to the education of
black citizens. Moreover, organiz
ations and black community leaders
can contribute to the creation of a
social climate of prevention through
efforts to restrict the location of
liquor stores in black residential
areas.

Beyond a commitment of com
munity groups, there are things
that individual drinkers and loved
ones of drinkers can do in prevent
ing alcohol problems for themselves
and those who are close to them.
The following suggestions from
Alcohol Abuse and Black America
provide guidelines in helping black
drinkers and loved ones or associ
ates of black drinkers to take
responsibility in preventing much
of the alcohol-related accidents,
illnesses, and deaths that plague
the black community;
Sip slowly: don't gulp down alco
holic beverages. Remember, the

faster one drinks, the more intoxic
ated he or she is likely to become...
which often brings on problems.
2-Don't drink on an empty stomach.
This facilitates quick absorption of
alcohol through the walls of the
stomach and the intestine and into
the blood stream, causing a quick
high. Foof eaten while drinking
serves to absorb some alcohol and
thus to inhibit intoxication and to
prevent possible damage to the
digestive system.
Therefore, a
good habit might be to drink during
meals or to eat while drinking.
3-Resist taking the last drink for
the road: instead take one hour to
sober up before driving home or
walking home. The liver needs time
to metabolize alcohol. Stay over
night with a friend if you are too
drunk or/and too tired.
I-Avoid driving while drinking or
intoxicated. A practical idea would
be to let a nondrinker drive or to let
the best driver drive. As a good
general rule, avoid attempting any
risk-taking or dangerous activities
while under the influence of alcohol.
If you think you are drunk and
headed for trouble, go home and go
to sleep or find a quiet place to sit,
relax, and sober up.
5-Don't enter drinking contests,
because enough alcohol ingested
within a brief span of time can cause
death. Too much alcohol can also
interfere with sexual performance
and sexual satisfaction.
6-Decisions about whether to drink
or not or about how much to drink
should be your own decisions and
not decisions to satisfy a spouse,
friend, or party host or hostess.
Some people get angry or feel
guilty if you don't drink with them
or drink as much as they.
Remember, that's their problem
and not yours.
7-Try to avoid drinking for the
purpose of solving personal pro
blems. Find alternatives other than
alcohol for dealing with personal
problems and hangups.
[Avoid
drinking while angry, nar your gun,
or gambling, since these combin
ations often lead to assaults and
deaths. ]

If black people are serious about
liberating themselves and their
communities, they must cut down
on the amount and frequency of
their alcohol consumptioa In no
culture in history, has a community
of problem drinkers been able to
liberate themselves and their
people to a better way of life. %
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On February 27, 1981, the Alvin
Ailey Repertory Ensemble added
another page to its continuing >:
story by performing to a full house
at Kendall Hall's main auditorium.
It was the first sell-out performhere in recent memory, a sharp
contrast to the regular turn-out for
x
TSC entertainment. The photographs on these pages, unfortu
nately not in motion, tell part of
the Alvin Ailey story.

ALVIN
AILEY
REPERTORY
ENSEMBLE

4

The Alvin Ailey Repertory
Ensemble was established in the
Fall of 1974. Since its inception,it
has been very successful in serving
its dual funtions as both an arena
for performance exposure for 14
promising students as well as being
a vehicle by which new audiences
throughout the country can be
exposed to the arts.
These
audiences have consisted largely of
persons in institutionalized settings
correction facilities, mental health
centers, drug rehabilitation pro
grams and hospitals, as well as
colleges and universities through
-out the east coast.

Photos by Leroy Thomas
and
Kevin Anderson
Designed by Carol Mitchell
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A SOLEMN TRIBUTE

By Leroy Thomas
On Wednesday evening, March 11, 1981, over one
hundred people participated in a solemn march
around the campus, in a tribute to the slain children
in Atlanta. Zeta Phi Beta Sorority, in conjunction
with the campus ministry, sponsored the march.
Although the weather was quite cold after an early
afternoon rain, the crowd showed much enthusiasm.
The march ended at the Chapel, where songs were
sung and prayers were offered. Afterwards, a
collection was taken by members of Zeta Phi Beta,
lor money to be sent to a special fund set up to assist
the investigation into the killings.
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UHURU SA SA DANCERS

THE HISTORY
OF THE R.H.A.
By Iris Hunt
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Watch the young figures
twirl, tuck and express
talent with grace.
By Celeste Hand
Uhuru Sa Sa Dancers began in
1970at Trenton State College. The
group was formed by several
women: Melba Lee, Marrosa
Dixon, and Rhonda Aston. Their
main interest was to bring out the
cultural freedom of campus life
through dance movements.
thuru Sa Sa happens to mean
freedom now. With this thought
m mind, the Uhuru Sa Sa dancers
continued growing and is now
composed of twenty beautiful
}oung women and two creative
young black men.
y'uru Sa Sa not only deals with
the Afro-American dance move!?ents. but Jazz, Modern and
Disco.

Just as any other orgaruzation we
h/;e officers:
James Allen,
- cjsor; Karen Larkin, Chairperv!!L i melree Dudley, Secretary;
' > ®'e Porter, Co-Chairperson;
Jacqueline Morris, Treasurer.
e also have two co-captains:
Jnest
and Rochelle Thomas.

Uhuru Sa Sa Dancers are not only
for campus purposes, but the
off-campus community has the
pleasure of seeing us perform.
Anyone interested in joining the
Uhuru Sa Sa Dncers may attend
the meetinge held every Monday in
Deckewr Rec. Room from 8-10pm.
Dance attire consists of a bodysuit
and tights.
I would like to end with a special
thanks to the most important part
of Uhuru Sa Sa:
the lovely
members.
You have made
Freedom Now through dance
movements and it is a success.
Thank you because we are proud of
people.

The R.H.A. formally started in the
1974-1975 school year. However,
its roots date back to 1972 when a
group of Trenton State College
students were interested in
sponsoring the programming g of
activities for resident students; so
they formed an organization called
the Residence Programming Board
After a year, some of the members
went on to form another
organization called the College
Union Board. Cub is now solely
responsible for providing program
ming for the Trenton State College
Community.
The rest of the
students from the RPB formed the
Residence Hall Association and
worked solely on revising the
Housing Lottery System. Today,
RHA is a large group of interested
students from all residence halls
across campus.
The purpose of RHA is to provide
representation of all students in
Residence Halls on .campus. It
also acts as a liaison between the
residents and the Housing Admini
stration. Furthermore, the RHA
shall support students' rights and
their corresponding responsibilit
ies, enhance the educational, social
functional and cultural aspects of
residence life through program
ming, evaluate residence life
problems and facilitate their
solution.
The 1981 Executive Board is
composed of: President-Velletta
Smith, Vice President-Nathan
Harris, Treasurer-Arlene Johnson,
Secretary-Brenda Gray, Ass't
Secretary-Tammy Ferguson, Com
munications Chairperson-Linda
Stryker, Ass't ChairpersonMaureen Washington, Housing
Chairperson-Margie Jorrett, Ass't
Chairperson-Bruce E. Smail, Food
Service Chairperson-Sue Dynoff,
Ass't Chairperson-Denise Genthe,
Programming Chairperson-Dina
Nicholson, and Ass't ChairpersonEdward Hill. #
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New Inspirations
Celeste Hand

There are many of us who have
hidden qualities ready to burst out.
Unfortunately very few of us
express them but there are always
exceptions who I hope will be a. ...
New Inspiration to us all
I would like to introduce you to
some young Black women who
attend Trenton State. They may
have talents you share with them
or that holds your interest.
Hopefully, after you have finished
reading these short biographies,
you will have a better understand
ing of two young ladies you may
never have gotten a chance to
meet.
Maryann Smith is a sophomore
here at Trenton State majoring in
Accounting. She is from a small
town called Monroe Township. In
Monroe Township High School she
was extremely active in various
organizations: the National Honor
Society, Student Council represent
ative, editor of school newspaper,
and cheerleader.
At Trenton State, Maryann is
involved with the publication of
Fire II Magazine (assistant
business manager), member of the
Accounting Club, student member
of the National Association of
Accountants, Princeton, NJ, and
also a member of E Phi S Social
Club.
I became interested in Maryann
because of her experience on the
piano.
I believe it would be
inspiring to know more about her
and others who have aspiring
talents.
She has performed in one of the
Special dinners at Decker Hall and
also accompanied Iris Hunt and
Gloria Thornton during Fire II
Publication night.
Maryann's family is also musically
inclined, her sisters play the flute
and guitar, her brother plays the
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trumpet. It was through a gift
from her grandmother that
Maryann was able to develop her
skills on the piano.
With no
experience in reading music, she
began to teach herself to play with
notes seen only in her mind.

an interpretive manner. Uhuru Sa
Sa helped her become serious and
disciplined while performing a
dance. She is into light jazz, disco,
and classical music, all which set
the mood and feelings within her
during a performance.

There are no future goals
associated with the piano in
Maryann's mind because her gift is
seen as no more than a hobby she
uses to pass time away.

Donna has performed during Black
History Month, Finer Womanhood
Week Program (Zeta Phi Beta
Sorority, Inc.), and at a Resident
Hall Association Presentation.

Maryann sees herself as a warm
individual who doesn't find it hard
to get along with other people.
She is open, honest, and enjoys
being an independent black
woman.
This self-controlled Sagittarian
woman is confident and ..ants so
much to keep black people moving
towards a better education. She
has accomplished a great deal in
her life and will not stop until she
has reached her fullest potential.

Donna's family inspired her
tremendously, especially her bro
ther who filled her with confidence
and pushed her to pursue her
talent.

Donna Freeman is another young
lady who has an aspiring talent
that satisfies a strong enotional
need. She is a junior here at
Trenton State and is majoring in
Psychology, specializing in counsel
ing. She is from East Orange, N.J.
and was also quite active during
her high school years. She was a
member of the Talent/Fashion
Show Committee, Stage Crew
Committee, Red Cross, and March
of Dimes, Key Club, United
Student Organization, and a sister
of Tau Omega Chi.
At Trenton State, Donna is a
member of E Phi S Social Club and
Uhuru Sa Sa.
Donna first began to develop her
dancing skills at the parties during
summer school.
It wasn't until
she entered Uhuru Sa
Sa,
inspired by Karen Larkin and
Nettie Robinson, that she gave
herself the chance to learn skills
that would express her emotions in
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She hopes to reach her fullest
potential in the future with
dancing. She not only wants to
release anxiety but to share her
satisfaction received from pleasing
her audience.
Donna sees herself as a sensitive,
emotional, deep-rooted person, who
enjoys communicating, through
writing and quiet times with
herself. She lives by all things in
time and believes that things
happen naturally. If she had on
wish she would, "wish for everyday
of my life." If asked what would
she like to be reincarnated she
would reply "the wind because it
doesn't cause or receive pain."
Quiet, yet talkative, Donna would
like to try to find a way to bring
people of Trenton State together
and help them develop communica
tion skills. She is very interested
in communication
among
people and would like to see herself
in the future dealing with this
through counselling, releasing the
thoughts of our people.

Creative Expressions
DEDICATED TO THE MOTHERS
OF ATLANTA
I curried this child for nine months,
brought him into the world, and
raised this child to be
whatever he so desired.
Every day of his life, I have educated
him.
Suddenly
someone comes,
takes my child away.
1 am lost Ijord
my difficult times are here,
please help me.
IXinkin
WHERE HAVE THE CHILDREN
GONE?

TO YOU BLACK MAN
He can take away my pride,
take away ay happiness
my dignity
But never will he take
away my
love
IXinkin

More so than ever,
I need to give
a dream
to you.
I cannot make it true,
But you can
more so
than I.
Because you are the dream,
more so than ever.

little Black children who will make our
tomorrow
are snatched from their families.
No front page coverage in newspapers,
or magazines,
telling everybody to help catch this
fiend.
Every day we read about hostages in
Iran.
These children too, are away from
home,
not of their free will and not for a visit
with Aunt Lucille.
There won't be a welcome home
celebration for them.
For they have been taken away, never
again to see another day.
Mneteen months, this hase been going
oa
Mothers, fathers, sisters, and brothers
are
crying: Where have the children gone!
Robert Red Clayton

Thought Poem
I wonder how you would look
Clothed in a gown of sunlight,
And the moonunder your feet.
Frank Jackson

Aisha A.
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PERSONALS
To "Rock-It":
how is your migrane headache?
"Work-It"

Illustration by Brenda Pinkston

To Carmen:
I saw what you did, and I know who
you are.
•)

To Melissa:
I know nothing will break our
friendship, not even Esprit.
Gayfe
To Arlene:
You pray for me and I will pray for
you.^
"Quack"
To Esprit:
I envy the sisterly love that I see
between you ladies. Maybe one day
we "brothers" will follow your
example. The Chief
To Esprit (The Crew(:
Gayle, Arlene, Dina, Neisey and
Brenda. I hope our friendship lasts
iorever.
Love, Natalie
To KimWas your room cold that weekend1?
An Innocent Bystander
To David Gray:
Congratulations Vice President!

To the Norsworthy Girls:
Gettit up, Gettit up.
Dunkin
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To Carmen:
You did it again!
staff photos?!

Where are the

The Chief
To Hip Sister #1:
Giddy-up.'Say, Norsworthy, breakit-down.
From
Hip Sister # 2
To the U.U. Family:
I could never take you all for
granted. Thank you for making this
job a much more enjoyable experi
ence this time around. We are
together.
The Chief
To Dee:
Good luck with the Scrollers. He
sure to think twice and "never ever
Li ust a Kappa. Sweet-Sweet, Aah
llaaa.
Love Nanette
"Sweet Anxious"
To Leroy Thomas:
Congratulations on a job well
done, the last issue was excellent I
am confident that with your leader
ship skills and perseverenee, Utimme Umana will be at its best!
Nanette J. Robinson

Hey Fellas!
i t s gel Ling warm so we sisters feel
that we should see all (or most) of
you brothers on the basketball
courts lor special viewing.
The Ladies
To W.I.Z:
We can Make it.
Love Dunkin
To Violet:
You «ui make it.
Cindy Lou
To Zeta:
You have come a mighty long way.
Don'l ever stop because I am
behind you all 100 percent.
Love Pooh Bear
Frgg-Free i
You're definitely bugged!
Miss Mary
Hey Donica & Sherill,
Thanks for your support during my
troubles that I was having with
Ms. Thomas. I really could have
hurt her that night. I'll always be
able to look for you to when I need
a friend.
Love Ya
Marlene
Dear A.C.:
though
I really do love you
r
you want your freedom J[hope
relationship will last for
Always Loving you,

I / l u s t r a t i o n b y D e l e e Owens
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SEE WHAT TSC HAS TO OFFER
YOU AS A MINORITY STUDENT
On Saturday,

-E.O.F. Program [C.H.A.N.C.E.]
-Puerto Rican Affairs
-Careers
Itacial Awareness
-Residence Life

BUS TRIP TO PENN RELAYS
April 25, 1981

April 4, 1981:

'

And Much, Much MORE!

SI5.00 cost includes transportation,
Hotel accomodations [overnight]
Also price of admission to relays
i .n more information contact
.11 MIKITY PROGRAMMING
COMMITTEE

"Applications are being accepted
for iwo scholarships to be given by
the Fashion Group of Philadelphia
Deadline for submission of applica
tions is April 1st. Further informa
tion aid applications are available
in the Financial Aid Office or the
Art Department."

From 12:00 Noon to 7:00 P.M.
Free To All!

We would like to take this
opportunity to say thank you ,
Eric Lewis, for all you have done
lo make our days more brighter,
and for all you have done for
minority students. We hope that
all goes well for you, and await
your return in the fall. We are
very ->orry to see you leave due to
circumstances beyond your conYou surely will be missed.
-1 !ie I J.U. Family

HIE ZETA SIGMA CHAPTER OF
YLPILY KAPPA ALPHA SORORITY
J VCELYN YANCEY MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

INC.

I In-, scholarship award was established in
I ehruary, 1972 by the Zeta Sigma of Alpha
Kappa Alpha Sorority and is open to any
iludeiit oi I renton State College. The recipient
ol ihis award must be a rising junior or senior
with a cumulative average of 2.00 or better; is
ni need oi financial assistance; is actively
involved in campus activities as well as the
-•urrounding communities and has a personal
commitment for service to all mankind.
Vpp. nations are available at
Center Imormation Desk.

the Student

.leiui ii ni Vlplia Kappa Alpha Sorority Mailbox
v. ad.Mi Cenior, Second Floor
Deadline Date: April 3, 1981
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The Conference Center is currently
in the process of recruiting staff for
our 1981 Summer Conference pro
gram.
We have openings in the following
areas:
-Marketing Representatives (2)
Residence Conference Coordinator
Assistant Residence Conference Co
ordinator
Conference
HOSTS
(10)
All of these positions are available
lor CO-OP credit. Preference will
be given to applicants who plan to
their work experience with
CO-OP. We combine a solid in-service training program in Public
Relations, Marketing and Sales
with an interesting job experience.
Please call me if you nave any
questions regarding these openings
at 2264.
Kathleen Reilly-Edinger
Pulitzer Prize Winning Poet
Dr. Gwendolyn Brooks will be at
TSC on April 5-6, 1981.
For more information contact
MINORITY PROGRAMMING
COMMUTE
Students interested in applying for
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges
should obtain an application from
the Student Activities Office.
Applications are to be returned no
later than March 20, 1981.
UTIMME UMANA IS LOOKING
FOR STUDENTS MAJORING IN
Advertising and Design, or anyone
who is interested in magazine
layout. Stop in and see us at the
Student Center basement, or call
."71 2736.

The UTIMME UMANA FAMILY
wishes everyone a happy and
productive Spring Break!

W

We hope to see you all return.

i<>

FOOT PRINTS
One night I had a dream.
I dreamed I was walking along the beach with the Lord and
across the sky flashed scenes from my life.
For each scene I noticed two sets of footprints in the sand,
one belonged to me, the other to the Lord.
When the last scene of my life flashed before us,
I looked back at the footprints in the sand.
I noticed, that many times along the path of my life, there
was only one set of footprints.
I also noticed that it happened at the very lowest and
saddest times of my life.
This really bothered me and I questioned the Lord about it.
"Lord, You said that once I decided to follow You, You
would walk with me all of the way. But I have noticed that
during the most troublesome time of my life there is
only one set of footprints. 1 don't understand why in times
when I needed You most, You would leave me." The Lord
replied, "My precious, precious child, I love you and I
would never, never leave you in your times of trials
and suffering.
When you see only one set of footprints, it was then
that 1 carried you."
Submitted by

-Anonymous

Leroy Thomas
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Department of Higher Education
Notifies Students Of TAG Awards
Chancellor T. Edward Hollander
announced that the New Jersey
Department of Higher Education
began mailing to New Jersey
college students the initial 5,000 (of
an estimated total of 150,000)
Tuition Aid Grand Program
Student Eligibility Notices. Along
with each notice, students will
receive a copy of an estimated
award table which will permit
them to predict the award that the
state will make to assist them in
meeting their 1981-82 college costs.
(A copy of the estimated table is
attached.)
Grant levels in the TAG program
are projected to range from $100 to
$1,350 next year. In order to serve
the maximum number of students
given the projected resources,
18,250 students will receive grants
which are $240 lower than they
received during the current year.
Another 7,400 students who would
have received awards this year will
not receive grants in 1981-82.
Approximately 50,000 students are
currently projected to receive TAG
next year. It should be noted that
the FY82 budget is still before the
State Legislature and, thus, the
table may be revised in the next
few months.
Chancellor Hollander noted that
the state has been more generous
than it appears will be the case at
the federal level. He cited the
federal proposals which may have a
dramatic effect on the ability of
many low and middle income
students to meet college expenses
next year. The federal govern
ment is considering reducing
BEOG (Pell Grants) for the
neediest students some $500-700.
Further, student eligibility for
Guaranteed Student Loans may
become need-related, and loan
interest subsidies while students
are in college may be dropped.
The proposed federal cut-backs
come at a time when tuition
charges and room and board fees
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are expected to rise at most ot the
colleges and universities in the
state.
Students who have applied for
financial aid can expect to receive
their TAG eligibility notices in the
coming weeks.
Usually, such
notices are sent approximately four
weeks after the student files the
New Jersey Financial Aid Form, a
common application for federal,
state and institutional financial aid
programs. To be considered for
TAG for the 1981-82 school year,
students must apply prior to
October 1, 1981. If funds are not
totally committed at that point,
students who plan to attend during
the spring, 1982 semester only may
apply until March 15, 1982;
however, such students are
advised to comply with the October
1 deadline in order to be
guaranteed consideration.
For additional information, stud
ents and parents can call the
toll-free financial aid hotline
(800-792-8670) from 9;00 a.m. to
5;00 p.m., Monday Through Friday,
or contact the Office of Financial
Aid at the college to which they
are applying for financial aid. #

T.V. Programs
For The Mind
BLACK NEWS Saturday 10;30
.m. channel 5 an update on the
appenings in Black Communities,
and Blacks who are making news.
Also includes the arts.

E

TODAYS BLACK WOMAN Sat
urday 7;00 p.m. ch. 23&52
Lationos' history and issues that
pertain to their everyday life.
LIKE IT IS Sunday 1;00 p.m. ch. 7
Hosted by Gil Nobel, reccommended for Black college students and
others interested in the issues that
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face Black people. Focuses on
African & Afro-American History,
and the many important issues that
pertain to African-Americans. The
title of the program speaks for
itself.
VISIONS Saturday 7;30 p.m. ch. 6
Hosted by Lisa Thomas. Visions
looks at the world through many
different perspectives. It deals
with the problems and triumphs of
all people.
WITH OSSIE & RUDY Sunday
7;30 p.m. ch. 12 & 13 Music, drama,
and comedy are experienced in this
program. Hosted by Ossie Davis
and Rudy Dee with various guest
each week.
POSITIVELY BLACK
Sunday
11;00 a.m. ch. 4. A thirty minute
program dealing with Blacks in
Politics, and the arts.
Also
discusses various issues pertaining
to Blacks.
INSIGHT Sunday 12 noon ch. 3.
Stories of Modern mans search for
meaning, freedom, truth, and love.
THE NEW VOICE Sunday 7;00
p.m. ch. 12 & 13. The problems of
high school students from various
backgrounds are acted out and
solved.
Tony Brown's Journal
Sunday 11;30 p.m. ch. 4. Hosted
by Tony Brown, former host of
Black Journal. Various issues that
pertain to Black people are
discussed with authorities of that
field. Residents of the Columbus
Ohio area are able to voice their
opinion on the issues by a
computer poll.
FROM JUMPSTREET
Check
Newspaper for listings. Hosted by
Oscar Brown Jr. A focus on all
branches of African-American
music.
Various artist are also
featured.
BLACK CONVERSATIONS Sun
day 10 p.m. ch.ll. A talk show
dealing with the issues of the Black
community.
The preceding programs

TUITION AID GRANT (TAG) ESTIMATED
AWARD TABLE FOR THE
1981-82 ACADEMIC YEAR
THE FOLLOWING

TABLE SHOWS T H E ESTIMATED V A L U E O F TUITION AID GRANTS (TAG) BY T H E ESTIMATED FAMILY CONTRIBUTION. S E E THE

INSTRUCTIONS ON THE OTHER SIDE TO DETERMINE YOUR ELIGIBILITY FOR THIS AID. YOU MUST GIVE YOUR STUDENT ELIGIBILITY NOTICE (SEN)
TO THE FINANCIAL AID OFFICER A T T H E C O L L E G E YOU PLAN TO ATTEND.
THE GRANT LEVELS SHOWN BELOW H A V E B E E N ESTIMATED BASED ON T H E FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR T H E TAG PROGRAM IN T H E

1981-82 GOVERNOR'S BUDGET. GRANT L E V E L S C O U L D INCREASE OR D E C R E A S E AS T H E S T A T E LEGISLATURE A P P R O P R I A T E S FUNDS

FOR THIS PROGRAM IN L A T E SPRING 1 9 8 1 .

TUITION AID GRANT (TAG) ESTIMATED AWARDS FOR THE 1981-82 ACADEMIC YEAR
APPROXIMATE TUITION AID GRANT VALUES*
NEW JERSEY COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES
ESTIMATED
& N . J . INST.

COUNTY

STATE

INDEPENDENT

(EFC)

COLLEGES

COLLEGES

INSTITUTIONS

O F TECHNOLOGY

A

B

C

D

E

SUNDER 750

OUT-OF-STATE
C O L L E G E S AND

RUTGERS UNIV.

FAMILY
CONTRIBUTION

UNIVERSITIES

RENEWALS

$500

$750

$1350

$890

INITIALS***

$200

$450

750-1049

210

510

960

610

260

**o

1050-1349

100

360

760

460

260

**o

1350-1649

**o

260

660

360

260

**o

160

560

260

160

100

460

160

100

360

100

**0

1650-1949
1950-2249

**o
0

**o
**o
0

2250-2549

160

**o
**o

3150-3449

100

0

3450-3749

**0

2550-2849
2850-3149

260

3750-4049

**o

| 0VER-4049

0

**o
**o
**o
**o

**o
0

0

' In accordance with State guidelines the value oj your grant may increase or decrease dependent upon appropriated funds, your college budget.

your available resources, and your Estimated Family Contribution.

COLLEGES IN NEW JERSEY

COUNTY
COLLEGES
B

ATLANTIC
BERGEN

BROOKDALE

BURLINGTON
CAMDEN

CUMBERLAND
ESSEX

GLOUCESTER
HUDSON

MERCER
MIDDLESEX
'ORRIS
OCEAN
PASSAIC
SALEM
SOMERSET
UNION

STATE
COLLEGES
C
GLASSBORO
JERSEY CITY
KEAN
MONTCLAIR
RAMAPO
RICHARD STOCKTON
TRENTON
WILLIAM PATERSON

INDEPENDENT
INSTITUTIONS
D
BERKELEY
BLOOM Fl E L D
CALDWELL
CENTENARY
C O L L E G E O F SAINT
ELIZABETH
DON BOSCO
DREW
EDWARD WILLIAMS
FAIRLEIGH DICKINSON
FELICIAN
GEORGIAN COURT
MONMOUTH
NORTHEASTERN B I B L E
PRINCETON
RABBINICAL C O L L E G E

O F AMERICA
RIDER
SAINT P E T E R ' S
SETON HALL
S T E V E N S INSTITUTE O F
TECHNOLOGY
UPSALA
WESTMINSTER CHOIR

RUTGERS UNIV.
& N.J. INSTITUTE
OF TECHNOLOGY
E
CAMDEN COLLEGE O F
ARTS AND SCIENCES
COOK C O L L E G E
DOUGLASS COLLEGE
LIVINGSTON

UTIMME

NEWARK COLLEGE O F
ARTS AND SCIENCES
RUTGERS COLLEGE
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
N . J . INSTITUTE
O F TECHNOLOGY

OTHER STATES WHERE
YOU MAY USE A
TAG AWARD
F
ALASKA
CONNECTICUT
DELAWARE
DISTRICT O F COLUMBIA
MASSACHUSETTS
PENNSYLVANIA
RHODE ISLAND
VERMONT
WEST VIRGINIA
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can make the difference
between another nuelear physicist or
another warehouse worker.

From an interview
with Mr. Jupiter:
"1 guess my brother
and I were the first people
in our family who went to
college Even though our

the oppor
tunities of an education
|
"1 had all kinds of
lobs 1 worked in a dry
goods store as all-round
clerk lamtor, errand boy
1 worked night shifts at
the A<Stl' warehouse un
loading freight cars
" When Heft high
school, 1 wanted to go to
college but I didn't Have
any money I was on the
track team in high school,
md was
w< able toget a
and
scholarship.to
larshipti a UNCF
school But I wasn't really
that hot on sports An< i
when I came to enroll, 1
found out they were
giving scholarships to the
freshmen who scored
highest in each of the
maior fields Since I enloyed my physics class
very much in high school.
! chose physics
Mr Jupiter is now
Manager of the Radiation
$nd Environmental
tepartment at
the EG&G facility in Las
Vegas He heads a team
of scientists who do
aenal surveys over the
nuclear power plants and
"Education has meant a chance to bring out the
other nuclear facilities in
potentials, the intrinsic talents that I have. A chance
this country The service
to bring them out, see them, and develop them so
he renders helps protect
that they could be helpful"-Mr. Clyde Jupiter,
us and our envire >nment
Nuclear Physicist.
from excessive radiation
The United Negro Col
lege Fund gave Clyde Jupiter the opportunity to make a significant contribution to
America's business community andto yejety Your company contnbution can help
help us
give others that same opportunity
is a terrible thing to waste.

Give to The United Negro College Fund.

^

500 E 62nd St, New York.

N Y 10021
Photography By Ron DitMit

